A blazing inferno was one of the first big events to occur in Brisbane during the 1990's. One of the northernmost Wool Stores along the Teneriffe Wharves at Newstead burnt to the ground on the
evening of January 19, 1990 in one of the biggest fires ever in Brisbane.
In February 15 that year (1990) another big step forward in the urban river renewal of Brisbane was the completion of the green glass office tower Waterfront Place at 1 Eagle Street. In addition to
the 40 story office tower a landscaped riverwalk between it and the Botanic Gardens was created and next door the Pier Nine / Eagle Street Pier riverfront restaurant and cafe area was opened that
became the docking place for the Kookaburra Queen paddlesteamers.
Sallyanne Atkinson was defeated by Jim Soorley of Labor in the Brisbane local election in 1991. Jim Soorley (Lord Mayor Jim according to one radio skit show) would make many contributions to the
continued progress of the City of Brisbane at this time. He would be Lord Mayor for 12 years up to 2003.
After the six-month World Expo 88 party was over the people of Brisbane craved more and wondered what would become of the site. The first major proposal was for a casino on a man
made island created by a large canal through the site with luxury apartments and parklands. The people of Brisbane rejected this proposal en masse wanting a people’s place and not
just a place for the rich. A public campaign successfully lobbied for the site to be redeveloped as parkland for the enjoyment of people in Brisbane. In 1989, the South Bank Corporation, a
Queensland Government statutory body, was established to oversee the development and management of the new South Bank Parklands. The parkland, on the transformed site of
Brisbane's World Expo 88, was officially opened to the public on 20 June 1992.
The parklands consist of a mixture of rainforest, grassed areas, plazas, a canal (later removed during an upgrade), a riverfront promenade, an artificial lagoon and sand beach, restaurants, shops and
fountains. A major feature within the parkland is its man-made beach, which is 2 000 square metres of free-formed concrete surrounded by 4,000 cubic metres of sand. Almost half of the lagoon area
sits on reclaimed land that was once the Brisbane River. South Bank and its parklands are one of Brisbane's most important cultural precincts and regularly hosts large scale festivals and events.
Approximately 11 000 000 people visit South Bank Parklands each year.
In 1992 the Brisbane Broncos in their 5th season broke through to win their first ARL premiership. They overcame the mid-season representative period where they lost many rep players and
finished as minor premiers after a strong back of the season. They went straight into the Grand Final after defeating Illawarra and defeated St George 26-6 in the Grand Final led by coach Wayne
Bennett, captain Allan Langer and star players Kevin and Kerrod Walters, Steve Renouf and Glen Lazarus. The next year they would do the double by winning the premiership again in 1993 in a more
dour game against St George 14-6. They had to do it tough. There was very little between 1st and 5th placed on points but because of a poor for and against the Broncos had to win four final games
straight to take out the premiership which they did showing their class that season. A few indifferent seasons would follow before they would dominate again at the time of the 1997 Super League
war.
In men's swimming three Australian superstars would burst onto the scene. The first being Brisbane's Keiran Perkins who would win gold at the 1992 Barcelona Olympics in a world record for the
1500 metres. Following in his wake would be the Gold Coast's Grant Hackett who dominated the 800 metres event and Sydney's Ian Thorpe who would dominate the 200 and 400 metre freestyle
events.
After 69 years of heartbreak the Queensland cricket team finally did it at the end of the 1994/95 season - they won the Sheffield Shield! They had come second a heartbreaking 14 times.
So often we made a great start but would fade away at the end of the season when we were always scheduled with away games. Queensland would often just miss out on the final or have
to play the final away from home because we finished second. It became this incredible psychological barrier to win at the latter end of the competition because we were scheduled with
so many away games at the end of the season. One player once said that it was the time of year when the monkey on Queensland's back becomes a gorilla. There was also the joke around
that Buck Rogers' first question when he woke up in the 25th century was "Has Queensland won the Sheffield Shield yet?" Even I would find myself looking up into the heavens and
saying, “Oh God, I dearly want to see us win the Shield just once before I die.” In the end, Queensland finally pushed through that barrier of winning away from home and finished at the
top of the table in 1994/95. Queensland hosted the final for the first time and defeated South Australia by an innings and 101 runs. Carl Rackemann took the winning catch and wild
celebrations broke out at the Gabba (under redevelopment at the time) as captain Allan Border held the Shield aloft. Only a mere two years later Queensland won its second title and we
did it by actually winning the final away from home. Less than 20 years later in 2011/12 Queensland won its 7th Sheffield Shield after taking 69 years to win the first one.
World Expo Park, the Expo's theme park located adjacent to the Expo site on the other side of the train line opposite South Brisbane train station, was intended to be a permanent legacy of the Expo at
its conclusion. Citing lack of patronage, however, it closed down just a year after the Expo closed its doors. The site of World Expo Park was bought by the Queensland Government and re-developed
into the Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre. The building cost was $170 million and was mostly funded by the Queensland Government's sale of a casino license, with the remainder funded
directly by the government. The centre was completed and then opened by Premier Wayne Goss on Queensland Day - 6 June, 1995. Today, the Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre is as big as 24
football fields following an extension in 2012. It's first big convention was PC95 and it has drawn most major conventions, many of which were previously hosted at the RNA grounds. In addition to
the exhibition halls it also has a 4000 seat Great Hall, a 2000 seat Ballroom and many other convention rooms.
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The casino license used to fund the Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre was for the Treasury Casino. The Treasury Building constructed 100 years earlier has Edwardian-Baroque exterior
designs and ornate colonnades, striking sandstone walls and a multi-story atrium. The historic Treasury Building now houses a three-level gaming emporium of 80 gaming tables and over 1 300
gaming machines, and was opened refurbished as the Treasury Casino in April 1995. The Treasury Casino also houses a hotel, five restaurants, seven bars, and a nightclub. The hotel section of the
Conrad Treasury Casino is housed in the former Lands Administration Building on the other side of Queens Park (cnr George and Elizabeth Sts) from the Treasury building.
Following the opening of the domestic terminal in 1988, the completion of the new Brisbane Airport occured in 1995 when the international terminal moved from the old Eagle Farm airport to the
new Brisbane International terminal on the city side of the domestic terminal. The terminal has four levels: level 1 houses airlines, baggage handlers and tourism operators, level 2 handles arrivals,
Level 3 houses the departure lounge, and level 4 houses departure check-in.
The urban renewal along the Brisbane riverfront continued through the 1990's. In 1995 construction began on a series of luxury apartments at Teneriffe on the site of the derelict
wharves in front of Teneriffe's many old Wool Store buildings. The Wool Store buildings were also refurbished to become luxury apartments with a number of restaurants and
landscaping making it a high class area. The Evans Deakins Ship Building yard closed at Kangaroo Point in 1976 and the Dockside luxury apartments and marina transformed the
Kangaroo Point riverfront in the 1990’s. Brett's Wharf at Hamilton in 1995 added to the riverfront redevelopment.
While this riverfront redevelopment was happening the Brisbane City Council introduced a new ferry services involving fast, sleek catamaran ferries dubbed CityCats. CityCat services began in 1996
with 6 vessels, each capable of carrying 150 passengers, with 2 further vessels added to the fleet in 1998. The fleet currently consists of 19 CityCats. CityCat services between the University of
Queensland St Lucia campus and Hamilton on the Brisbane River.
The 1990's was a mixed decade for Queensland in the State of Origin losing more than winning. Wally Lewis was triumphant in his final 1991 series. In 1995 after three series losses Fatty's no-namers
won a remarkable 3-0 series when rep players from Super League loyal clubs were overlooked. NSW won 3-0 the next year and won the series after. With the end of the Super League war and all
players back in 1998 Queensland won 2-1 and then drew the 1999 series.
In 1996 the Brisbane rugby league premiership, for many years overshadowed by the Brisbane Broncos, expanded to become a Statewide competition called the Queensland Cup. In its first year
Toowoomba defeated Redcliffe 8-6. Redcliffe would win in 1997 and dominate the competition in its first decade winning its 5th title in 2006. The Queensland Cup would slowly but surely grow in
popularity and raise the standard of the second tier of rugby league.
Super League would create a major division in the national rugby league competition in 1997 with the Brisbane Broncos loyal to Super League. They would win the sole Super League premiership
before the reconciliation of 1998 defeating Cronulla 28-8 at ANZ Stadium, the former QEII Stadium that hosted the 1982 Commonwealth Games. The Broncos moved there in 1993 due to the greater
crowd capacity and played to many sell-out 50 000 crowds. The Broncos dominated and won three premierships in 1997, 1998 and 2000 with a star studded team that included new stars Darren
Lockyer, Wendell Sailor and Lote Tuquiri.
The National Soccer League switched to playing in summer during the 1990's and in 1997 the Brisbane Strikers won the NSL premiership in front of a crowd of 40 000 at Lang Park.
The Gateway Motorway was extended as a toll road from Rochedale through to the Logan Motorway in 1997. In 1996 Rob Borbidge came to power as Premier after the Coalition and Labor got the
same number of seats and two independents chose to back the Coalition. Wayne Goss had proposed a new highway to the Gold Coast that would go through the Daisy Hill forest which was met by a
huge amount of opposition. Despite eventually backing down over the issue Goss wasn't able to retain power. Peter Beattie saw the Labor Party back into government in Queensland in 1998. Before
Peter Beattie took over the Borbidge government would approve the construction of an expansion to the Pacific Highway to an 8 lane motorway. Peter Beattie would be Premier for 9 years until 2007.
In 1998, a major redevelopment was announced to the South Bank Parklands that included the Goodwill Bridge, Grey Street, Grand Arbour and improvements to accessibility via removal of the canals
and associated pathways. That year (1998) marked the start of the River Festival in September which included the Riverfire fireworks spectacular. This has become a hugely popular fireworks
spectacular which has included fireworks off Brisbane's Story Bridge and other buildings as well as fighter jet fly-bys. Up until 2011 these included a dump and burn from two F1-11 planes that lit up a
trail of fire behind them.
The Queen Street Mall underwent a $25 million refurbishment in 1999, which saw the terracotta tiling being replaced by grey granite and a new translucent modern awning covering the intersection
with Albert Street.
As the new millennium opened Brisbane was becoming more of a world tourist destination. The M1 Motorway between Brisbane and the Gold Coast was finally completed in 2000 giving
a much smoother and quicker drive to the Gold Coast.
Australia celebrated the centenary of Federation in 2001. That year Brisbane hosted the 2001 Goodwill Games. The Goodwill Games co-incidentally shared the name the public chose for the new
pedestrian and cycling bridge that crossed from Soutbank near the Maritime Museum to the Botanic Gardens. Spanning 450 metres it was opened by Premier Peter Beattie on 21 October 2001.
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The Inner City Bypass has been one of Brisbane's most successful road projects. It was completed in 3 stages. Stage 1 – Hale Street to the Royal Brisbane Hospital was opened in
November 2001. Stage 2 – Royal Brisbane Hospital to Abbotsford Road which opened in February 2002 and Stage 3 – Abbotsford Road to Kingsford Smith Drive was opened in July 2002.
The South East Queensland Integrated Regional Transport Plan 1997 recommended a 75 km, 65-station network of busways to be constructed in Brisbane in order to provide a rapid public transport
system to areas of Brisbane not served by the existing heavy rail network. A busway system was recommended over an expansion of the Queensland Rail network given the existing strong role of
buses in the regional transport system and its cost effectiveness compared with constructing rail lines. It was envisaged that feeder buses would serve both busway and rail stations, allowing buses to
service low-density communities whilst bypassing peak hour traffic congestion by using the busways where appropriate. It recommended 5 busways to service the south-east, north, east, west and
south-west suburban corridors. Only 3 of the 5 were built with the west and south-west suburban corridors missing out.
The Queensland Government approved planning and constructing the South East Busway between Brisbane's CBD and Eight Mile Plains. The first section of the busway, between the CBD
and Woolloongabba, opened in September 2000 to coincide with the first match of the Olympic Games Football Tournament at the Brisbane Cricket Ground (The Gabba). The second
section between Woolloongabba and Eight Mile Plains opened on 30 April 2001 at a final cost of over $600 million. Financed in part by money that was earlier earmarked for a light rail
network, the South East Busway was built alongside the South East Freeway with several bus stops along the way including Garden City and terminating at Eight Mile Plains near the
Technology Park and a massive park and ride car park. The project has been a great success speeding up bus travel along the corridor considerably.
The early 2000's saw the coming of age of Brisbane's AFL team. Originally called the Brisbane Bears, they merged with the Fitzroy Lions to become the Brisbane Lions in 1996. Under coach Leigh
Matthews and captained by Michael Voss they not only won their first premiership in 2001, they won three premierships back to back by winning in 2001, 2002 and 2003.
For all its wonderful crowd atmosphere and parochial fans, Lang Park (officially renamed Suncorp Stadium) had rather third rate facilities, particularly in the outer where there was concrete seating
and annoying n-shaped poles sprinkled about. The Broncos had moved to QEII (ANZ) Stadium in 1993 because of the poor facilities at Lang Park. A new western stand was completed in 1995 when
the stadium was corporately renamed.
A new purpose built rectangular stadium for both rugby league and rugby union with at least a 50 000 seat capacity was needed and without a regular tenant and talk of building a super stadium at
the RNA grounds, Lang Park (Suncorp Stadium) was in danger of its very existence until the State Government chose to upgrade Suncorp Stadium into a modern, state-of-the-art 50 000 seat facility. It
was completed in June 2004 and has been a huge success. Upon completion the Brisbane Broncos moved back to the spiritual home of rugby league. The stadium has also been used regularly for State
of Origin games, rugby union tests, concerts and has become the home of the Queensland Reds Super Rugby side as well as hosting Brisbane Roar A-League games.
In 2004 Campbell "Can Do" Newmann of the Liberal Party became the new Lord Mayor after defeating Jim Soorley's brief successor. Part of his platform was his Trans-Apex plan of a series of tunnels
to ease the city's traffic congestion problems. The first of these would be the Clem7 tunnel completed 6 years later.
The second of Brisbane's three busways to be started was the Northern Busway. The first section of the Northern Busway, from the intersection of Roma Street to Herston, opened in February 2004
with only one station, QUT Kelvin Grove. In December 2005, two new stations, Normanby and RCH Herston, were opened on the first section of the Northern Busway.
A new green bridge was built in 2006 to link Dutton Park with the University of Queensland. Designed for just buses, pedestrians and cyclists the Eleanor Schonell Bridge was built at a cost of $55
million.
Portside Terminal at Hamilton was completed in 2006. Up until then facilities for cruise ships docking in Brisbane were third-rate. The new berthing terminal with shops and restaurants caters well
for most ships entering Brisbane, however, with many of the new super cruise liners now too big to go under the Gateway Bridge about a quarter of ships still have third rate facilities when docking at
Fisherman’s Island. There are no current plans to build a facility on the other side of the Gateway Bridge though one consortium is pushing hard to build a major terminal with casino and luxury
apartments at Wavebreak Island on the Southport Broadwater.
The Cultural Centre had a major upgrade in 2006 with a new State Library building being constructed along with the new Gallery of Modern Art. Perhaps one of the ugliest buildings was built in the
CBD in 2006 on the corner of Adelaide and George Streets and North Quay - Brisbane Square. A two-part hodgepodge of styles (the upper glass tower being the better looking), it became the new
home of the Brisbane City Library. The other half of that same city block was converted into a wonderful new plaza adding to the connectivity between North Quay and the Queen Street Mall. Queens
Plaza at the end of the Queen St Mall with its high end shops was opened in two stages in 2005 and 2008.
The State of Origin series in 2006 would mark the start of an amazing 8 year dynasty where Queensland dominated New South Wales led by superstars Darren Lockyer, Jonathan
Thurston, Billy Slater, Cameron Smith and Greg Inglis. The Brisbane Broncos would also win the NRL premiership in 2006 defeating Melbourne 14-8. It was only the second time we had a
QLD Origin win / Broncos premiership double. The other was in 1998.
The second section of the Northern Busway, also known as the Inner Northern Busway, officially opened to buses on May 2008. This section connects the first section of the Northern Busway to the
South East Busway with stations at King George Square and Roma Street.
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The Wheel of Brisbane was erected in 2008 and is a 60 metre high Ferris wheel at the northern entrance to South Bank Parklands, constructed to commemorate the 20th anniversary of World Expo
88. Its August opening coincided with the annual Riverfest event. Each of the 42 capsules can seat up to 8 providing a total passenger capacity of 336. The ride lasts for approximately 12 minutes and
provides 360° views across the city. An upgrade to the top of the Kangaroo Point cliff area occurred in 2009. The old Kangaroo Point TAFE was torn down and replaced with a parkland. A new cafe
was opened near it and there was also a new staircase from it to the parkland at the bottom of the cliffs.
The Queensland Tennis Centre (and accompanying riverfront apartments) rejuvenated the Tennyson area after the old Tennyson power station was torn down. It is a A$82 million state-of-the-art
tennis facility and was opened on 2 January 2009. It has 23 International Tennis Federation standard tennis courts, including the centre court. The centre court, Pat Rafter Arena, named in honour of
the Australian tennis hero Patrick Rafter, has a seating capacity of 5,500. The Queensland Tennis Centre has been the host centre for the combined men and women's international tennis tournament
entitled the 'Brisbane International'. Queensland celebrated its 150th year anniversary on June 6, 2009. That same year another pedestrian bridge was built from Tank Street to the new Gallery of
Modern Art. The innovative style of the bridge has been nicknamed by some as the "Matchstick Bridge" but does look lovely when lit up with different coloured lights at night. King George Square was
upgraded in 2009 with the steps removed, the surface tiled with grey granite like that in the Queen St Mall and cafes opened on the north side. The Boardwalk restaurant precinct at Southbank was
totally redesigned with new restaurants set further back from the river and a park area created in front of them.
An enormous amount of infrastructure was being built at this time in Brisbane. Brisbane's third busway was being constructed. The first section between the University of Queensland over the
Eleanor Schonell Bridge and connecting to the South East Busway at Buranda via the PA Hospital was opened in August 2009 at a cost of $226 million. The Buranda to Langlands Park section was
completed and opened in August 2011. In May 2007, the Queensland Government gave the green light for the Airport Link project, which included an extension for the Northern Busway. In August
2009, the first stage of the Northern Busway extension, Herston to Windsor, opened for buses.
In 2007, construction began on the Gateway Upgrade Project, which duplicated the Gateway Bridge, added a shorter deviation between Eagle Farm and Nudgee and upgraded the motorway south of
the river. The duplicate Gateway Bridge was opened on 24 May 2010 at a cost of $350 million and both bridges were renamed the Sir Leo Hielscher Bridges. The original bridge was refurbished to
match the new structure and was finished on 28 November 2010.
The northern deviation was routed east from its old alignment (the old alignment is now named Southern Cross Way) and added a second access road, Moreton Drive, to Brisbane Airport. The
deviation opened on 19 July 2009 whilst Moreton Drive opened on 3 December 2009. South of the bridges, the motorway was expanded to 9 lanes up to the Wynnum Road interchange, and 8 lanes to
the Old Cleveland Road interchange. From that point the motorway is six lanes up to the Pacific Motorway merge. The upgrades between Lytton Road and Mount Gravatt-Capalaba Road were
completed on 28 January 2010, while the final stage between Mount Gravatt-Capalaba Road and Pacific Motorway (also the final stage of the entire Gateway Motorway Upgrade) was opened to traffic
on 30 July 2011.
The Clem Jones Tunnel (CLEM7) under the Brisbane River, between Woolloongabba and Bowen Hills, was opened to traffic on 15 March 2010 at a cost of A$3.2 billion. The tunnel was
originally proposed by Labor Lord Mayor Jim Soorley in 2001, and was incorporated into the Liberal Party candidate Campbell Newman's multi-tunnel proposal, called TransApex, in
2002. It is Brisbane’s first privately financed inner city toll road. With a length of 4.8 km it was the longest road tunnel in the country until the 6.7 km Airport Link tunnel was completed.
Patronage decreased by more than 65% in the week following the introduction of a reduced toll period, and remains considerably lower than predicted volumes (Current average of 28 000 about one
quarter of predicted volumes). Despite being completed on time and on budget, the tunnel has been an economic failure due to incorrect predictions of traffic volume. RiverCity Motorways did not
collect enough tolls to pay the interest on its $1.3 billion debt and went into receivership. With no hope of profit and therefore no dividend, RiverCity Motorways shares are now worthless, costing
investors millions.
The Go Between Bridge, formerly known as the Hale Street Link, is a toll bridge in inner-city Brisbane. The bridge connects Merivale and Cordelia Streets in West End to Hale Street and the Inner City
Bypass at Milton. It is Brisbane's first inner-city traffic bridge in 40 years and was opened to traffic on July 5, 2010. Highly criticised for even being tolled in the first place for its short length, the cost of
construction got terribly out of hand in a major blow to the Campbell Newman City Council that commissioned the bridge. It cost an exhorbitant $338 million, just shy of the $350 million spent on the
far more massive second Gateway Bridge. The Eleanor Schonell Bridge that carries buses, is close to the same length and was built a few years earlier, cost only $55 million in comparison.
The Hornibrook highway was upgraded with a modern new bridge that was completed on July 11, 2010 and named in honour of World War I veteran from Brighton, Ted Smout.
The Airport Link is a tunnelled, motorway grade, toll road that connects the Clem Jones Tunnel to the East-West Arterial Road which leads to the Brisbane Airport. It was built in
conjunction with the Windsor to Kedron section of the Northern Busway in approximately the same corridor. The Airport Link and busway project involves 15 kilometres of tunnelling
including the road (6.7 km of twin tunnels), busway tunnels and connecting ramps, as well as 25 bridges and result in over 7 kilometres of new road. The Airport Link is Australia's
longest road tunnel. The estimated construction cost of the Airport Link was $4.8 billion. The Airport Link opened to the public on July 24, 2012. Conducted as a public-private
partnership (PPP), the financial aspects of the Airport Link project has been mired in controversy from the outset. Like the Clem7 tunnel, traffic forecasters got it hopelessly wrong with
traffic estimates twice that of reality due to the aversion to tolls from the public at a period when the cost of living for most households has been going through the roof. It was no
surprise to most people that the private company that financed it in partnership with the government, BrisConnections, went into receivership.
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Following a long dry period between 2001 and 2010, Brisbane in January 2011 was devastated by a major flood that almost reached levels of the 1974 Australia Day flood even with the
enormous Wivenhoe Dam which wasn't built until well after the 1974 flood. Flooding began to affect low-lying areas of Brisbane on the morning of 11 January 2011. By around 2:30 p.m.,
the Brisbane River broke its banks leading to evacuations in the Brisbane CBD and the suburbs of Fortitude Valley and West End. An evacuation centre was established for flood-affected
residents at the RNA Showgrounds in Bowen Hills. Residents of 2100 Brisbane streets were advised to evacuate prior to the arrival of floods, which struck the city on 12 January. The
Brisbane River peaked on 13 January at a lower level than predicted, but still 20,000 houses in Brisbane were inundated.
Some of the Brisbane suburbs worst affected by the floods were St Lucia, West End, Rocklea and Graceville. The floods damaged some of Brisbane's icons. The Brisbane Riverwalk, a floating walkway
over the Brisbane River linking the inner city neighbourhoods of Fortitude Valley and New Farm, broke up, with a section forming a 300 metres "floating missile" that threatened the Sir Leo Hielscher
Bridges. The largest part of the floating boardwalk was safely guided under the bridge by a tugboat and past other infrastructure before being safely secured. Brisbane's major Rugby league venue,
Suncorp Stadium, filled with water up to 2 metres deep, reaching the third or fourth row of seats. The flood peaked at 4.46 metres (14.6 ft) in Brisbane City. Resident of suburbs including Bellbowrie,
Karana Downs, Moggill and Pullenvale were running low on food and other items when Moggill Road was cut, until the Australian Army was able to reach the area on 15 January with supplies. The
Bremer River at Ipswich, 30 kilometres west of Brisbane, reached a height of 19.4 metres (64 ft) on 12 January, inundating the central business district and at least 3,000 houses. The worst affected
areas of Ipswich were the suburbs of Goodna and Gailes. More than 55,000 volunteers registered to help clean up the streets of Brisbane, with thousands more unregistered volunteers wandering the
muddy streets with gumboots and mops.
The year 2011 was a big year in sport. Queensland won their 6th straight Origin series with a 3-0 whitewash. In rugby union the Queensland Reds defeated the Canterbury Crusaders in the final at
Suncorp Stadium. The capitals of both teams, Brisbane and Christchurch, were hit by natural disasters in that year - Brisbane with flood and Christchurch with a devastating earthquake. In netball the
Queenland Firebrands won the national women's competition. In soccer the Queensland Roar won the A-League for the first time in an epic final coming back to win a penalty shootout after being
down by 2 goals with 10 minutes to go in extra time. They would win the A-League again next season and again two years later.
Peter Beattie’s successor, Anna Bligh, was defeated in 2011 by Campbell Newman who resigned as Lord Mayor and switched to state politics. The bold move came on the back of a major public
backlash over the Labor party’s part in the escalating state debt, handling of the Queensland Health system and unpopular asset sales which saw electricity prices go through the roof. The Supreme
Court was relocated in 2012 to a new building on the corner of George and Turbot Streets rejuvenating the area near Roma Street. At Newstead the first stage of the Gasworks precinct was completed
in 2013. The old gasworks was shut down in 1996 and the area decontaminated in the years following. Skyring Terrace connected Breakfast Creek Road with the Teneriffe area and luxury apartments
and a shopping and restaurant precinct opened up near the old gasometer, the skeleton of which has been retained with a park in its centre and set to colourful lighting at night.
From 2005 on, Brisbane has been going taller and taller. For 17 years the tallest building in Brisbane was Central Plaza One built in 1988. The Riparian Plaza building between the Riverside Centre
and Eagle Street Pier was completed in 2005. At 200 metres and 53 stories it became the tallest building in Brisbane. It has a mixed office / residential use with a large 50 metre communication mast
on the top. It's riverfront restaurants created a continuous restaurant precinct between Eagle Street pier and the Riverside Centre. One One One Eagle Street, next door to the Riparian, was completed
in 2012. It was one story higher but 5 metres shorter. It is notable for the curved columns visible through its facade. The residential Aurora Tower at 207 m and 69 stories high became the tallest
building in Brisbane from 2006 until 2011.
The Soleil tower at Petrie Bight took over the crown as Brisbane's tallest in 2011 at 243 m and is 74 stories high. It is the latest in a whole series of residential riverside apartments
around Petrie Bight that have gone up over the last decade starting around 40 stories high. The Infinity tower on George Street became the new Brisbane's tallest in 2013 when it was
completed reaching the height of 249m. This residential tower has 7 more stories than Soleil being 81 stories high. Despite being 6 metres higher than Soleil, the Soleil tower visually
looks taller as it is built on the highest point in the CBD not including Spring Hill. Infinity will be surpassed by the Brisbane Skytower in several years time which will be a staggering 90
stories high (274m). It will be a residential tower but will have a public restaurant and bar at the top affording tourists and locals an unobstructed 360° view across the whole city.
On February 14, 2013 the Moreton Bay Council honoured the Bee Gees, who resided in Brisbane and Redcliffe in their teen years, with a laneway in Redcliffe called Bee Gees Way. The lane is filled
with photos that tells the story of their great music career. Also in 2013 the Story Bridge was fitted with neon LED lights that regularly change to all sorts of different colours and even rainbows.
The 2014 G20 Australia summit was the ninth meeting of the G20 heads of government. It was held in Brisbane, the capital city of Queensland, Australia, on 15–16 November 2014. The hosting venue
was the Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre at South Brisbane. The event was the largest ever peacetime police operation in Australia. European leaders expressed their desire to support the
recovery as the global economy moves beyond the global financial crisis. Following the summit, the G20 leaders released a joint communique summarising the points of agreement between them. This
focused on economic concerns, highlighting plans to increase global economic growth, create jobs, increase trade and reduce poverty. The communique sets out a goal of increasing economic growth
by an extra 2% through commitments made at the summit, and of increasing infrastructure investment through the creation of a four-year infrastructure hub, linking government, private sector,
development banks and interested international organisations. U.S. President Barrack Obama gave an address to the people of Brisbane at the University of Queensland. The Colour Me Brisbane sound
and light show at Queens Park was a major highlight as was the multi-colour lighting on City buildings and flags of the G20 nations lighting up the Suncorp building.
The massive amount of infrastructure over the last decade continues with the ongoing construction of Legacy Way, a tunnel connecting the Western Freeway with the Inner City Bypass near Victoria
Park. It is due for completion in 2015 and is the second of the three tunnels in Campbell Newman’s original TransApex plan.
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Above and Below: The massive fire at work destroying one of the Wool Store buildings at
Newstead in January 1990.

Above: Firefighters desperately try to contain the blaze and preventing from destroying other buildings
in the area. Below inset: An earlier fire in a another Wool Store high in combustible materials.
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SOUTHBANK IS OPENED

Above: An early Southbank plan minus the Southbank lagoon.
Above: The derelict view of the site before construction began on Southbank.
Below Left and Right: Two views of the overall plan before construction. Construction of most residential buildings would begin much later and a car park would occupy most of the land behind the
parklands. Some high-rise apartments went up behind the Boardwalk. Some of the residential towers along with the canal would become parkland in the upgrade to the site started 6 years later.
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Above: Construction underway on Southbank including the canal through the site.
Below: The view along the canal along which boats took tourists through the site.

Above and Below: The grand opening of the Southbank Parklands on 20 June, 1992 that
transformed the World Expo site of four years earlier.
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Above, Below and Left: Some views of the first incarnation of Southbank Parklands with the
canal through it and car park space behind it. One thing I miss from the original Southbank was
the indoor Golf place where you could hit a golf ball against a curtain with a projection of a golf
course and based on where it hit the curtain it would continue travelling on the projection.
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Above: Wally Lewis led Queensland to one last State of Origin series in 1991
before retiring. Right: The Broncos broke through in their 5th season to win the
1992 Winfield Cup (National rugby league comp). Below: After 69 years of
waiting Queensland broke through to win their first Sheffield Shield in 1994/95.
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Above: The view towards the lagoon at Southbank at night.
Right: The view of the Brisbane River at night near the Captain Cook Bridge.

Above: The view towards the City from the Cultural Centre at night.
Right: In 1995 the International Terminal of the Brisbane Airport was completed.
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Top, Centre and Bottom Left: The Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre was opened in 1995. It was partly funded by
a casino license for the Treasury Casino. Above and Below Centre and Below Right: The Treasury Casino was also opened
in 1995 after refurbishing the old government Treasury Building constructed 100 years earlier.
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Above Left: In 1996 the Brisbane City Council launched a new ferry service with 6 sleek City Cat ferries. Centre Left:
The relaunch of the City Cat service following the 2011 Brisbane flood. Above and Below: Brisbane’s river renewal
continued with the start of construction in 1995 of the Teneriffe Wharves and Wool Stores redevelopment.
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Above and Bottom Left: The Brisbane river renewal continued in the 1990’s with the construction of the luxury Dockside apartments and marina at Kangaroo Point on the site of the Deakins Evans
shipbuilding yard which finished operations in 1976. Below Right: The old disused New Farm power station near New Farm Park was converted to the New Farm Powerhouse with live theatre halls
and restaurants which opened in 2000. Inset Above: Brett’s Wharf at Hamilton was constructed in 1995 and, for many years, was the seaboard termination point of the City Cat ferry service.
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Top Left, Below Left and Centre: The Brisbane Broncos after their 1992/1993 double won the Super League Grand Final in 1997 at ANZ Stadium at Nathan which became the home of the Broncos
between 1993 and 2002 before their move back to the upgraded Suncorp Stadium. Top Right: The Brisbane Strikers, in front of 40 000 fans at Suncorp Stadium, won the 1996/1997 NSL premiership.
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RIVERFIRE FIREWORKS

The enormously popular Riverfire fireworks spectacular commenced in 1998 as part of the
annual River Festival in September. The fireworks spectacular has included fireworks off
Brisbane's Story Bridge and other buildings as well as fighter jet fly-bys. Up until 2011 these
included a dump and burn from two F1-11 planes that lit up a trail of fire behind them.
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An array of spectacular scenes from Brisbane’s annual
Riverfire fireworks spectacular.
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Below: In 1998 work began on an upgrade to the Southbank Parklands. The canal was removed to assist with easier pedestrian access along with the temporary car park sunk underground with a
park area on top. A grand bougainvillea arbour snaking through the park was built. Medium-high residential apartments were built on either side of Grey Street with restaurants along the street. Little
Grey Street was created between Grey St and the parkland. Between it and Southbank along it on the Grey St side, was created an even greater restaurant and cafe precinct. Insets: Two of the original
structures that pre-dated World Expo 88 were the Plough Inn and Ship Inn which have both been restored and upgraded significantly.
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The Queen Street Mall underwent a $25 million refurbishment in 1999, which
saw the terracotta tiling being replaced by grey granite and a new translucent
modern awning covering the intersection with Albert Street. The Mall was
expanded to include Albert Street between Elizabeth and Adelaide Streets.
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Left: The riverfront view back from the Story Bridge in the late 1990’s. From the Gardens to the
Riverside Centre had been redeveloped but not yet between the Riverside Centre and the Story
Bridge. Above Left: The State Law building’s whole exterior was transformed in the 1990’s. Its top
feature has earned it the nickname, the Gotham building. Above Right: Boat races on the Brisbane
River. Above Right: The annual Greek festival at Musgrave Park. Below: Pier Nine restaurants.
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Above Left and Centre: The major expansion of the Pacific Highway to the Gold Coast to become the 8 lane M1 Pacific Motorway was completed in
2000. Top Right: The South East Busway was completed in 2001. Right Centre: The Inner City Bypass was completed in 2002. Below: The
Goodwill Pedestrian Bridge was completed in 2001.
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Above and Right: The old Roma Street train yards were transformed into the beautiful Roma
Street parklands in 2001 including a lake, cafes and luxury apartments. Below: The 100th
anniversary of Federation celebrations included a floatilla of illuminated and decorated boats.
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Above and Below Left: Queensland has long been Aussie Rules minnows in a state dominated by Rugby League and Rugby Union. That changed in 2001 to 2003 when the Brisbane Lions won the AFL
premiership 3 years in a row coached by AFL legend Leigh Matthews and captained by Michael Voss. Below Right: Suncorp Stadium was dramatically upgraded to a 52 000 seat capacity stadium in
2003. The stadium has also been used regularly by the Brisbane Broncos, for State of Origin games, rugby union tests, concerts, Queensland Reds games as well as Brisbane Roar A-League games.
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Below: Starting with the River Place Apartments (completed 2002 at 38 stories) and River City Apartments (completed 2003 at 39 stories) and beautified with a wonderful riverwalk infront, the river
area between Customs House and the Story Bridge (Petrie Bight) has been dramatically transformed. Completed in 2011, the Soleil tower is the highest tower here at 243 metres high (74 stories). It
became the tallest building in Brisbane until Infinity was completed in 2013. The 53 story Riparian (left inset) held the title for a year after it was completed in 2005.
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Above: The Kangaroo Point Cliffs. Centre Right: The old and the new:
Naldham House dwarfed by Waterfront Place. Far Right: Southbank
Boardwalk. Far Centre: View from Kangaroo Point lookout at twilight. Below:
Parliament House with the State Executive Building behind. Below Right: The
Riverwalk near Pier Nine.
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Above Left: The view towards the Story Bridge from the Gardens at night.
Below: A panoramic photo of the magnificent view from the Kangaroo Point lookout at night.

Above Right: Some of the Pier Nine restaurants at night.
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Cruise ships in the early days would dock at the old Teneriffe and Newstead wharves (above
inset) and up until 2006 out at Fisherman’s Island (Above). At both locations the docking
facilities were embarrassingly third-rate. Portside Wharf at Hamilton was completed in 2006
(Above Right and Below) with a new berthing terminal with shops and restaurants. It caters
well for most ships entering Brisbane, however, with many of the new super cruise liners now too
big to go under the Gateway Bridge about a quarter of ships still have third rate facilities when
docking at Fisherman’s Island. There are no current plans to build a facility on the other side of
the Gateway Bridge though one consortium is pushing hard to build a major terminal with casino
and luxury apartments at Wavebreak Island (Bottom right) on the Southport Broadwater.
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Above Left and Above Right: The Port of Brisbane continues to grow and land
reclamation continues to expand Fisherman’s Island into Moreton Bay to cope
with future growth. Below Left: A cruise ship and cargo ship berthed nearby it.
Below: The Port is now using automated vehicles in moving shipping containers.
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Above Left and Below: The State Library was upgraded into a larger building next door at the Cultural Centre in 2006. That same year (2006) the Gallery of Modern
Art was opened extending the Cultural Centre precinct at its western end hosting many exciting exhibits. Top Right: The famous weather beacon on top of the MLC
(later Hitachi) tower on the corner of George and Adelaide Sts was decommissioned. Bottom Right: A fire broke out at the top of Stefan’s needle at South Brisbane.
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Far Left: The Eleanor Schonell Green Bridge (Bus and Pedestrian bridge) was
built in 2006 connecting Dutton Park and the University of Queensland. Centre
Left: To celebrate the 20th anniversary of Expo 88 the Wheel of Brisbane was
constructed in 2008 giving passengers a wonderful view of the city from the top.
Below: Perhaps one of the ugliest buildings was built in the CBD in 2006 on the
corner of Adelaide and George Streets and North Quay - Brisbane Square. A twopart hodgepodge of styles (the upper glass tower being the better looking). The
other half of that same city block was converted into a wonderful new plaza,
Brisbane Square, adding to the connectivity between North Quay and the Queen
Street Mall.
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Above Left and Left: Queens Plaza at the Edward Street end of the Queen Street Mall was completed in 2008. Above: The Boardwalk
restaurant precinct at Southbank was redeveloped with new restaurant set back from the river and a new park area created in front of
it. Below Centre and Right: King George Square was upgraded in 2009 with the steps removed, the surface tiled with grey granite like
that in the Queen St Mall and cafes opened on the north side.
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A number of different constructions were completed in 2009. Above Left and Centre: An upgrade to the
top of the Kangaroo Point cliff area occurred in 2009. The old Kangaroo Point TAFE was torn down and
replaced with a parkland. A new cafe was opened and a new staircase from it to the parkland at the bottom
of the cliffs. Far Left and Bottom Left: St John’s Anglican Cathedral on Ann Street was completed. Above:
The Queensland Tennis Centre at Tennyson was completed in 2009. Below Centre: The Kurilpa pedestrian
bridge. Below Right: Previously based near the Transit Centre, Telstra completed a new office tower on
George and Adelaide Streets on the old City Plaza site as well taking over the old BCC admin building.
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Within 4 months of each other 3 bridges and a tunnel (sounds like a
movie title) were opened in 2010. Above Left: The CLEM7 tunnel
under the Brisbane River was opened in March 2010. Bottom Left:
The duplicate Gateway Bridge was opened in May 2010. Above
Right: The Go Between bridge was opened in July 2010. Below
Right: The Ted Smout (Hornibrook Highway) bridge was opened in
July 2010.
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THE 2011
BRISBANE FLOOD
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Below: The intersection of Coronation Drive and Hale Street at Milton is completely flooded and impassable by cars.
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Below: The boardwalk near the Riparian restaurants under several feet of water.
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Above Left: The view above Southbank. Below Left: The view above the Botanic Gardens. Above Right: A destroyed ferry terminal at Southbank. Below Right: The corner of Mary and Albert Sts.
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Below: Some views from Southbank at the peak of the flood when the muddy Brisbane river loaded with flood sediments overflowed into the Southbank lagoon.
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The devastation around Milton. Rosalie, near the course of the old Western creek, was very hard hit as was Castlemaine Street and Suncorp Stadium. Bottom right shows West End inundated.
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Above Left: The flooding around Toowong from above.
Above Right: The Regatta Hotel from Silvan Street.
Left: Link Street at Toowong was completely inundated.
Below: The bikeway along Toowong.
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We see above the flooding around St Lucia and Toowong from the air and some scenes below from this same area of the flood at ground level.
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Above: An aerial photo of the flood’s reach in Chelmer, Indooroopilly, St Lucia and Fairfield. Below Left: St Lucia gold course. Below Right: An aerial shot of the University of Queensland and Fairfield.
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Above: The flood devastation around Oxley Creek at Tennyson, Rocklea and Morooka. Below Left: St Brendans JRLFC under water at Rocklea. Below Right: The corner of Rocklea and Fairfield Roads.
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An aerial view of the flood over the western suburbs and Fig Tree Pocket (above) and various scenes from the western suburbs below.
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Above: An aerial view over Goodna showing how the floodwaters were able to climb high enough to spill onto the Ipswich Motorway. Below: A couple of views showing how high the waters reached.
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Above: An aerial view of Ipswich where the floodwaters peaked at almost 20 metres. Below: Some scenes from the City of Ipswich at the flood’s peak.
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Above: An aerial view over Colleges Crossing. Below Left: Karana Downs golf course under water. Below Right: Colleges Crossing was completely cut off.
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Above Left and Centre: The ironically named Drift floating restaurant became a casualty of the flood. Above Right: A tugboat
comes to the rescue guiding the detatched Riverwalk from hitting the Gateway Bridge pylons. Centre Right: A boat crashes into
the Go-Between bridge. Below Right: A family tries to save its belongings. Below: The raging river near the City and Southbank.
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Above : The riverfront along Eagle Street Pier and the Riparian under water.
Below: The Queen’s wharf area under the Riverside Expressway under water.

Above and Below: The floodwaters at their peak near the Riparian building and Eagle Street
Pier. The car park under the Jade Buddha nightclub is completely inundated
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Above: One of the lighter moments during the flood crisis was when someone attached to Above: Suncorp Stadium under water. A fire also broke out on the Castlemaine Street side.
King Wally’s statue at Suncorp Stadium a snokel and some goggles and floaties.
Below: The view of Milton Road just north of the XXXX factory near the intersection with
Below: The view directly above Suncorp Stadium filled with water as it did also in 1974.
Castlemaine Street.
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Above Left: The view of Southbank near the Wheel of Brisbane.
Above Right: The riverwalk under water near the high-rise apartments near the Story
Bridge. Left: Floodwaters lap at the legs of statues along the base of Kangaroo Point.
Below: A frog hitches a ride of the back of a snake floating along the river.
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Below: The floodwaters almost completely inundating Rocklea with the Rocklea overpass in the centre of the photo.
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Below: The river rose nearly 20 metres around Goodna to amazingly spill over onto the Ipswich Motorway.
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Above and Below: Some scenes around Goodna where the floodwaters reached high enough to cut off traffic on the Ipswich Motorway.
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Above: The view of Victoria Bridge showing the waters not far from flowing onto the bridge.
Below: Castlemaine Street near Suncorp Stadium.

Above: A coupe of guys rowing down a street in Milton.
Below: The McDonalds inundated at Milton.
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Above: The streets around the Convention Centre at South Brisbane under water.
Below: Holman Street City Cat terminal being hammered by the floodwaters.

Above: A casualty of the flood was the New Farm riverwalk which was completely washed away.
Below: The view towards the Story Bridge near Customs House.
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Above Left and Centre: Wivenhoe Dam was close to capacity and massive flows of water could be seen coming down from it.
point .

Above Right: The flood at the Moggill ferry river crossing.

Above Left and Centre: The streets of Ipswich at the flood’s high point. Above Right: The South Pine River overflowing.
Below Left: Blunder Road at Oxley. Below Centre: Wading through the water in front of Davies Park. Below Right: Someone wades through the waist high water at Southbank.
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Above Left: A couple of young girls I know marvel at the floodwaters. Above Centre: The Maritime Museum dry dock all filled up. Above Right: Southbank’s lagoon just before it was flooded.

Above Left: The New Farm Riverwalk shortly before being detatched. Above Centre: Looking from Hawthorne across to New Farm. Above Right: A pontoon floats past the Wool Store apartments .
Below Left: The State Library’s lower levels go under water. Below Centre: The Centenary Highway near Jindalee. Below Right: A speedboat and pontoon it was moored to floating down the river.
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Above from left to right: Thornton St ferry terminal under water, a West End shop under way, Langlands Park entrance and the streets of Rosalie under water.
Below Left: Flood Debris jams up under the Captain Cook Bridge. Below Right: The Fairfield Gardens shopping centre inundated with water.
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Above: The RNA grounds became a place of shelter for those affected by the flood where donations of clothes came in to help.

Above and Below: Friends of mine, Geoff and Duncan Robertson,
help with cleaning up a church member’s home at Fig Tree Pocket.
Above: A friend of mine, Terry Lavarack, points to how high the waters got flooding his Fig Tree Pocket home. Above Centre
and Below: The support of volunteers to help clean up and get those affected back on their feet was truly amazing!
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The year 2011 was a big year in sport. In soccer the Queensland Roar won the A-League for the first time in an epic 2010/11 final (Top
Left)coming back to win a penalty shootout after being down by 2 goals with 10 minutes to go. They would win the A-League again in
2011/12 (Above Left). Queensland won their 6th straight Origin series (Left). In rugby union the Queensland Reds (Above) defeated the
Canterbury Crusaders in the Super Rugby final at Suncorp Stadium. The capitals of both teams were hit by natural disasters in that year Brisbane with flood and Christchurch with a devastating earthquake. In cricket the Queensland Bulls (Below Centre) won their 7th
Sheffield Shield title in 2011/12. In netball the Queenland Firebrands (Below Right) won the national women's competition.
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Some of the different constructions
completed in 2012. Above Left: The new
Supreme Court precinct between Roma and
George Streets. Left: The Brisbane
Convention and Exhibition Centre was
expanded in 2012 with a new addition
along Grey Street. Above: Brisbane's most
expensive infrastrcture project at $4.8 billion was opened to the public on July 24,
2012. The Airport Link involved creating
6.7 km of tunnels including expansion of
the Northern Busway to Kedron. Right:
The ABC offices, previously located at
Toowong were relocated to a new office
building at Southbank in 2012.
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For 17 years the tallest building in Brisbane was Central Plaza One built in 1988 to 174 metres with 44 stories.
The Riparian Plaza was completed in 2005 at 200 metres with 53 stories.
The Aurora Tower was completed in 2006 at 207 metres with 69 stories becoming the tallest building in Brisbane from 2006 until 2011.
The Soleil tower at Petrie Bight was completed in 2011 at 243 metres and is 74 stories high.
The Infinity tower on George Street was completed in 2013 at 249 metres with 81 stories and is currently Brisbane's tallest.
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Below: “The King” Wally Lewis featured in a XXXX advertising campaign flanked by Origin stars from the 8 in a row dynasty (From top left clockwise: Corey Parker, Nate Myles, Jonathan
Thurston and Matt Gillett).
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Above: The coal and then oil powered Newstead Gasworks were decommissioned in 1996. After extended decontamination of the site, it was sold off to developers who created the Newstead
Gasworks development with the first luxury apartments and shopping area opened in 2013. The skeleton of one of the original gasometers was retained to honour the heritage of the site with a park
created around it and multi-coloured LED lights (Above Right) to illuminate it at night. Below Left: Part of the City Hall Renovations included bringing back the Tudor style city cafe —the Shingle Inn
Below Right: The first A380 jumbo jet to Brisbane touches down at Brisbane airport.
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Below: The legendary group, the Bee Gees, lived in Brisbane and Redcliffe during their teen years. They were honoured in 2013 with the creation of Bee Gees Way, a laneway in Redcliffe full of pictures
from their fabulous music career devoted to their story.
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Below: In 2013 neon LED lights were installed on the Story Bridge allowing for various multi-coloured patterns to be displayed which usually change once a week.
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Above Left: The leaders of the G20 nations pose for a group photo in front of their flags during the 2014 G20 convention in Brisbane. Above Right: The U.S. presidential limousine turns into North
Quay with high security ever present. Below Left: U.S. President Barack Obama presents a speech at the University of Queensland. Below Right: Australian president, Tony Abbott, shakes hands with
U.S. President Barrack Obama during the G20 conference.
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Below: Some scenes from the magnificent “Colour Me Brisbane” light show that accompanied the 2014 G20 conference in Brisbane.
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Some beautiful night scenes around Brisbane. Above Left: A sound and light show during the Brisbane River Festival. Above Right: One of the wading pools at Southbank. Below Left: The Exhibition
Showground at night during the annual Ekka show. Below Right: A colourful rainbow pattern illuminates the Treasury Casino.
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Above: From a TV news helicopter a cameraman catches a view of
both Brisbane’s skyscrapers and the Gold Coast skyscrapers in the
distance. Below: Two views from the new Infinity tower.

Above: An aerial view from above the William Jolly bridge looking back to the City with the new Infinity tower in the
foreground. Below: A view of the Brisbane River and City from above the site of the Soleil residential tower.
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Above and Below Left: A couple of aerial photos over the City. Below Right: A diagram showing some of the highest buildings in the City plus a projection of the Brisbane Skytower on 111 Mary St
that will later be built to a height of 90 stories.
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Above Left: A comparison of Petrie Bight during the 1950’s and today some 60 years later. Above Centre: A new attraction in Brisbane is the Story Bridge Climb. Above Right: Another aerial view
over Petrie Bight. Below: An aerial photo that I took from a helicopter of the Story Bridge, Petrie Bight and the Brisbane River.

Above Left: A diagram showing some of Brisbane’s tallest buildings with the proposed Brisbane Skytower at 111 Mary St set to go up to 90 stories. Above Centre:
Below: The view towards the Story Bridge from City Hall.
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Below: A panoramic view from the Kanagaroo Point cliffs. Bottom: A view of the City and Kangaroo Point I took on a helicopter flight.
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Below: A panoramic view of the Story Bridge and towards New Farm and Kanagaroo Point from the Bowen Street cliffs. Bottom: An aerial view of the City from above South Brisbane.
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Below: A panoramic view of the Sothbank Lagoon. Centre: Looking back to the City from near the Kangaroo Point Cliffs Cafe. Bottom: Two more river views of Brisbane.
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Above: Looking towards the Story Bridge from near the Riparian restaurants. Below Left: The Riverside Centre. Below Centre: A boat cruises past a New Farm home with a beautiful Jacaranda in
bloom. Below Right: The Bouganvillea Arbour that snakes through Southbank.
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Above: The view of Kangaroo Point near Mowbray Park. Below Centre: Eagle Pier Pier restaurants. Bottom Left: The Brisbane River near the Botanic Gardens. Below Right: The magnificent house
called Toorak House on Toorak hill at Hamilton which was built for Queensland Premier, James Dickson (1898-1899) which is today a private residence and one I’d certainly love to live in.
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Above: The view of the City at twilight from Hamilton. Top Right: An aerial view of the City at night. Centre Right: The
Cultural Centre Bus Station and the Lyric Theatre at night. Below: Sideshow Alley at the annual Ekka at twilight. Below
Right: The view at night from the top of the Story Bridge.
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Above: The view from Mt Coot-tha lookout just before dawn. Below Left: View of the City at night from Kangaroo Point.
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Below Right: The Queensland Museum at night.

Below: Photographer Marty Pouwelse captured this stunning double lightning strike over Brisbane taken from Mt Coot-tha Lookout.
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Below: A wide view aerial photo of Brisbane looking inland from above the Brisbane Airport.
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Below: The awesome penthouse view towards Moreton Bay from up the top of the Riparian tower.
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Below: A twilight view of the Brisbane Central Business District with Southbank and the Wheel of Brisbane in the background.
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